ABSTRACT. We prove that the necessary and sufficient condition for the state equation of a finite automaton M to have a rational solution is that the lexicographical Gdel numbers of the strings belonging to each of the end-sets of M form an ultimately periodic set. A method of determining the existence of a rational solution of the state equation is also given.
I. INTRODUCTION.
In this paper we contribute some interesting results on the state space approach to finite automata following the work of Lee [2] , Yang and Huang [I] .
A state space approach was proposed by Lee [2] as an alternative way to analyze finite automata. The approach is based on the transformation of a set of words into a formal power series over the field of integers modulo 2 and also on obtaining a state equation in some linear space associated with an automation. Some useful algorithms associated with the state space approach were discussed by Yang and Huang [I] By virtue of the deterministic nature of M, the sum of the non-zero elements in each column of A is x+x2.
Lee [2] We say that p is a period of the (infinite) set X. Note that a set X of period p N + has also period k p, for any k e However, in the following we only consider the smallest p for any set X.
In order to prove our main theorem, we need the following Lemma.
LEMMA. Let f(x) be a polynomial with coefficients in GF (2) such that x does not divide f(x). Then there exists an integer k such that f(x) divides (I +xk).
For a proof of the above lemma, we refer the reader to Van der Waerden [4] . Some applications of the above lemma in the theory of linear sequential machines can be found in Harrison [3] . We are now ready to prove our main result. THEOREM I. In the first case, the end-set E(qi) is finite so that its associated set of GSdel numbers is periodic. For the second case, we claim that gi(x) must be of the form + hi(x), where hi(x) is divisible by x. To see this, assume on the contrary that gi(x) xm(l + hi(x)), m > O. Since fi(x) and gi(x) are relatively prime, we can write fi( {ql,q2,q3 }, then it is easy to see that only the set consisting of the Gdel numbers of strings belonging to E(q 2) is periodic with period 2 since all the strings ending ina 0 belong to E(q2). The fact that the corresponding state equation does not have a rational solution follows easily by using our method discussed in section 4.
